
 
World’s First “Pressure Washing” System for Dogs Launches Kickstarter Campaign 

 
Two-in-One De-shedding & Shampooing Tool Leaves Dogs Clean and Dry in Only 10 Minutes 

 
It could be the best pet invention since the flea collar.  A Houston-based startup has launched a 
Kickstarter campaign to bring to market the world’s first two-in-one de-shedding and shampooing tool 
for pets.  This brilliant self-contained device called “PetScrub” combines a gentle brush to remove and 
vacuum up loose hair, while simultaneously shampooing and conditioning the pet with an atomized 
water solution which leaves the animal almost completely dry afterwards.  No more hassle of washtubs, 
brushes, buckets, shampoo bottles and dank towels – and especially no more struggling to get Fido 
into the water – instead the pet sits comfortably, just the same as regular brushing.   
 
With PetScrub, the entire process of washing a dog takes less than 10 minutes.  The unit includes built-
in storage space for shampoo bottles, extra brushes or treats.  It is compact and lightweight for easy 
storage and portability.  It is also tightly soundproofed to minimize any motor noise.  And while most 
dogs have no problem with the sound right from the start, PetScrub has a unique built-in training mode 
for easy adaptation.  PetScrub comes with multiple brush adapters for any size dog.  With the money 
saved by extending the length of time between professional groomings, PetScrub pays for itself within 
months.  The pressure clean solution is especially effective for penetrating thick fur of dogs like Huskies, 
Saint Bernards and Chow Chows.   
 
Early Bird pledges begin at $150 for one PetScrub unit on Kickstarter 
Kickstarter Page: https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1670141681/petscrub-waterless-bath/ 
 
“As any dog owner knows, keeping them clean can be a constant struggle,” said Kamel Takla, founder 
of PetScrub.  “They live with us, around our kids and in our beds, yet they’re only bathed once or twice 
a month or less.  And depending on the breed, they can get stinky pretty fast, and of course there’s the 
constant loose hair to deal with.  PetScrub makes it easy to clean them quickly and more frequently.” 
 
For images and press information, please visit: http://bit.ly/2BmSmay 
 
ABOUT PET SCRUB 
PetScrub was founded by Kamel Takla with extensive consultation with technical advisors and dog 
lovers.  PetScrub is dedicated to developing a consumer solution for keeping dogs clean.  Our flagship 
product reflects our mission of delivering quick, easy and on-the-go dog clean solution.  PetScrub is 
headquarter in Houston, TX. 
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